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In preparation for the society that ages more and more, we aim at the achievement of ubiquitous, 

optical sensor that is individual health management possible in easiness. Even the current state, the 

equipment is large though the expiration sensing device exists. Therefore, we are examining the 

measurement by the infrared absorption spectroscopy by using the waveguide type gas cell that 

applies the waveguide that another doesn't have the example to the gas absorption cell that encloses 

the sample gas for the miniaturization of this device. Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagram of this 

system. As a result of a current prior examination, if we used the high mesa waveguide,, we reported 

being able the achievement of the optical path length of several m also on the substrate of 1cm
2
 in 

the telecom wavelength. Moreover, the high mesa waveguide has a feature that the infrared rays 

absorption spectrum of the gas and the liquid can be measured while light propagates because it 

propagates the high mesa waveguide while protruding from the waveguide when it propagates. 

Present we examine the production process in the narrow line waveguide part and make the 

preproduction waveguide for making of waveguide low loss that becomes important for examining 

waveguide type gas cell that uses high mesa waveguide and measure the infrared rays absorption 

spectrum that uses the preproduction waveguide. Figure 2 shows the relation between the 

waveguide width and the waveguide loss of the preproduction waveguide, it proves the low loss 

which is 0.9dB/cm in the top-level world by 800 nm in width of the waveguide. Moreover, we 

measure the infrared rays absorption spectrum that uses the inside infrared rays light that is thought  

absorption to the gas molecule can be large, and the loss in the waveguide be reduced. 

Figure 2 the relation between the waveguide 

width and the waveguide loss of the 

preproduction waveguide 

Figure 1 conceptual diagram of ubiquitous, 

optical sensing system. 


